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DOCUMENT HISTORY
Document Version

Description
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First draft of this guide
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Adding secure handling using GitHub
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Adding links to DWF blogs in chapter 1 and improved 3.2.3 chapter
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Adding
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Update of SP 04 functionality
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LEGEND
TYPOGRAPHOC CONVERSATIONS
Type Style

Description

Example Text

Words or characters quoted
from the screen. These
include field names, screen
titles, pushbuttons labels,
menu names, menu paths,
and menu options.

ICONS
Icon

Description
Caution
Note or Important
Example
Recommendation or Tip

Cross-references to other
documentation
Example text

Emphasized words or
phrases in body text, graphic
titles, and table titles

Example text

File and directory names and
their paths, messages,
names of variables and
parameters, source text, and
names of installation,
upgrade and database tools.

Example text

User entry texts. These are
words or characters that you
enter in the system exactly
as they appear in the
documentation.

<Example
text>

Variable user entry. Angle
brackets indicate that you
replace these words and
characters with appropriate
entries to make entries in the
system.

EXAMPLE TEXT

Keys on the keyboard, for
example, F2 or ENTER.
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INTRODUCTION
Organizations using multiple software platforms (or with a pre-existing data warehouse infrastructure) may
prefer building their own solution. A SQL-based data warehouse can leverage best-of-breed tools in
conjunction with the SAP HANA platform while providing the freedom to create custom models and
transformations with SQL.
This guide will show you how to use the XSA based components of HANA Data Warehousing Foundation
(DWF) 2.0 Service Package (SP) 4 in SAP Web IDE to enable projects using DWF functionality.
Learn more about SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation (DWF):

Find support information about SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation faster
and easier on SAP’s Help Portal. It provides an overview over product information
such as installation, upgrading, development, and the latest features for each version

Check out the SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation Expert Page containing
valuable resources to fast-track your knowledge with news and technical information
as well as a rich support section designed to help you get the highest quality answers
quickly and easily directly from SAP experts.

Is your data warehouse allowing you to get a 360 degree view of your data?
Check this out in the 30-day trial period of the SAP SQL data warehousing technology
that is ideal for traditional data warehouse, big data warehouse and data mart
environments, here.

TECHNICAL PREREQUISITES

SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation 2.4.x and higher are configured in SAP Web IDE by enabling the
feature for SAP DWF. SAP HANA DWF 2.0 XS-Advanced (XSA) components have dependencies to HANA
Runtime Tools (HRTT), SAPUI5 Frontend Server, XS Services and SAP HANA Web IDE. SAP Note 2435452
provide information’s about the required software components for SAP DWF 2.4.
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USING SAP HANA DWF FUNCTIONALITY
To be able to work with SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation (DWF) you have to switch on the feature
for ‘SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation’ in SAP Web IDE. Therefore, you need to call ‘Preferences’
and make sure you have switched on SAP HANA DWF feature.

Picture 1: DWF Feature enablement

Afterwards you’re able to create a SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation (DWF) project following one of
the below approach:
§ Working with SAP HANA DWF template delivered in SAP Web IDE
The DWF template contains three modules, a SAP HANA Database with a sample datastore object
and a flowgraph, a Node.js module containing the backend logic, and a DWF module that contains
the deployment artifacts that are specifically for a data warehouse project like task chains or Data
Lifecycle Management (DLM) profiles.
§ Enabling an already existing project
Create a Data Warehouse project to develop a multi-target application (MTA). MTAs are comprised
of multiple software modules that represent data, business logic and UI tiers. These modules are
created with different technologies yet share the same development lifecycle.
§ Clone a Git repository
Git is a source code management system. When you create a repository on GitHub, it exists as
a remote repository. You can clone your repository to create a local copy on your computer and
sync between the two locations.

Those approaches are detailed described in below chapters.
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WORKING WITH SAP HANA DWF TEMPLATE DELIVERED IN SAP WEB IDE
You can create a new project in SAP Web IDE workspace by choosing the option ‘Project from Template’
either by right clicking on the workspace.

Picture 2: Project from Template

In the following pictures the whole process to create and run a Data Warehouse project within SAP Web IDE
is illustrated.

Picture 3: New Data Warehouse Project

Picture 4: Basic Information
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When creating a project based on the DWF project template (like this one), you are offered several options,
for example ‘Enforce User Authentication’. These options alter several project files by commenting irrelevant
sections. That means your choice can be reverted manually afterwards which is described here.
If you get familiar with DWF first, the highlighted attribute ‘Enforce User Authentication’ within the Tab
‘Template Customization’ should be left unflagged, as this determines whether you bind a dedicated User
Account and Authentication (UAA) to the backend module or not.
Note that UAA service binding is not supported by SAP Web IDE. This option should only be
selected if you're not planning to further develop the project in Web IDE, but only want to build the
project archive and deploy it somewhere else (e.g. for productive usage).
For simplification we leave it unflagged for now but recommend activating the ‘Enforcement for User
Authentication’ once you want to use the project in a productive environment.

Picture 5: Template Customization

For further details on the individual attributes are provided on SAP’s help portal and the individual
Readme.md files included in the individual sections of a DWF template

Picture 6: Confirmation

In the case the option ‘Trigger Build Automatically’ left unflagged in the wizard tab ‘Template customizing’
you have to build the individual modules manually. Therefore, you need to select the option ‘Build’ in the
context menu of the individual modules.
It’s recommended to build the modules in following sequence: ‘Database’ (hdb module), ‘DWF’ and
‘Backend’ (node.js).
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Picture 7: Build Database (hdb) module

After the module is built successfully a corresponding success message will appear in the top right section,
also within the console area.

Picture 8: Build DWF module
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Picture 9: Build Backend module

After building the modules you have to start the backend module by clicking the ‘Run as Node.js
Application’ of the context menu. A running backend module is a prerequisite to be able to work
with the DWF editors embedded in SAP Web IDE.

Picture 10: Run Backend module as Node.js application

Finally, you can open the delivered task chain within the ‘src’ folder of the ‘DWF’ module. Click on the ’Task
Chain Editor’ in the context menu.
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Picture 11: Open Task Chain Editor

Within the Task Chain Editor you find an icon to open the Data Warehousing Monitor. You need to call that
‘Data Warehousing Monitor‘ to schedule task chains. There is currently no direct option within SAP Web IDE
to schedule task chains directly out of the development environment.

Picture 12: Open Data Warehouse Monitor using Task Chain Editor

The Data Warehouse Monitor application open. The administration view is fully separated from the
development environment.
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Picture 13: Data Warehouse Monitor

Picture 14: Schedule Task Chain
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ENABLING A ALREADY EXISTING PROJECT
If you have not created the project using the DWF template approach but already started with a Multi Target
Application approach, here is the possibility how to enable the project to leverage DWF functions.
To describe the scenario let me start in SAP Web IDE 2.0 SP 4 by building a new ‘Multi-Target Application
Project’ in my workspace. Here you can create a new project in SAP Web IDE workspace by choosing the
option ‘Project from Template’ by right clicking on the workspace.

Picture 15: Project from Template

In the following pictures the whole process to create and run a Data Warehouse project within SAP Web IDE
is illustrated.
Select ‘All categories’ to be able to select the ‘Multi-Target Application Project’ (MTA). MTAs are comprised
of multiple software modules representing the data, business logic and UI tiers. These modules are created
with different technologies, yet share the same development lifecycle.

Picture 16: New Multi-Target Application (MTA) Project
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Picture 17: MTA: Basic Information

Picture 18: MTA: Template Customizing

To define database artefacts within SAP Web IDE you need to add a database module to your project.
Therefore, follow the next steps.

Picture 19: Add SAP HANA Database Module
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Picture 20: Dialog to create a new SAP HANA Database Module called ‘MyOwn_DB‘

Picture 21: Configuration of Namespace, Schema Name and SAP HANA Database version

You require additionally the meta model templates for a nDSO inside the structure of your SAP HANA
Database module. To get those you need to copy those into the src folder of your existing SAP HANA
Database module.
We recommend to copy those structures from a newly created DWF template project within your SAP Web
IDE workspace. For that purpose, I created another project using the option ‘New Data Warehouse Project
based on SAP HANA Data Warehousing Foundation’ during the creation of a new project.
After displaying the hidden files in SAP Web IDE and copying the folders ‘.dwfgenerated’, ‘defaults’ and
‘SourceData’ (optional; only for sample objects) into the folder ‘MyOwn_DB’ it should have the following
structure.

Picture 22: Database structure after adding the folders '.dwfgenerated', 'defaults', 'SourceData'

To enable the creation of nDSOs, task chains and DLM profiles you need to add a DWF module to your
project. Therefore, copy the folder ‘DWF’ from your DWF template project into your MTA project.

Picture 23: Project structure after adding the DWF module
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In the copied DWF folder open the file ‘package.json’ and replace the database module path from ‘Database’
to MyOwn_DB’.

Picture 24: DB module path after changing file ‘package.json‘ in DWF module

Theoretically you have now the options to define nDSOs, task chains and DLM profiles. As you would like to
schedule SAP HANA Database artifacts such as database procedures, flowgraphs and task types related to
an nDSO, you need to have a node.js module in addition to the DWF module to register the task types
against a HTTP server in the backend. Therefore, copy the folder ‘Backend’ from your DWF template project
into your MTA project.

Picture 25: Project structure after adding the backend module

Finally delete the file ‘mta.yaml’ in your MTA project, copy the file ‘mta.yaml’ from the DWF project into your
MTA Project and replace the following entries:
·
·

all ‘DWF_Template’ instances with ‘MyOwn_MTA_Project’
Database module path ‘Database’ with ‘MyOwn_DB’
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Picture 26: Database module path after copying and changing the file 'mta.yaml'

Build the modules ‘MyOwn_DB’, ‘DWF’ and ‘Backend’.

Picture 27: Building the modules

Start the backend module.

Picture 28: Starting the backend module

Now you can use the DWF functionality in your MTA project e.g. creating a nDSO in the DWF folder.
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CLONE A GIT REPOSITORY
When working with external Git repositories, and with GitHub specifically, the first step is to create the
repository. This step is probably the only thing that is substantially different from working with the SAP HCP
Git. The reason for this is that when working with external Git, the Git repository creation is done through the
Git service, while with the SAP HCP Git when creating an HTML5 application in the HCP cockpit or when
deploying to HCP from the SAP Web IDE, it is automatically created for you.
There are several options to integrate a Git repository project. Here the web URL option is described only. In
your GitHub account, select the repository to clone and copy the repository link.

Picture 29: Clone with HTTPS

In SAP Web IDE, choose the ‘Clone Repository’ option by right clicking on the workspace

Picture 30: Clone Repository

In the URL field of the popup, paste the GitHub repository link and push the ‘Clone’ button. After clicking
you’ll get notifications both in the console pane as well as in the ‘Highlighted Announcement Area’ of the
SAP Web IDE.
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Picture 31: Clone Git Repository:

A new project was generated in SAP Web IDE that was cloned from GitHub. Open the Git History pane.
You’ll see that it contains one commit, the initial commit.

Picture 32: Cloned Git Project
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